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The procedure of Knuth & Bendix (In: Computational Problems in Abstract Algebras, 
Pergamon Press, 1970, pp. 263-297) completes a system of equations into a confluent one. It 
proceeds by adding critical pairs when equations superpose themselves in an ambiguous way. 
Huet & Hullot (Proc. 21st Symp. Foundations in Computer Science, 1980, pp. 96-t07) have 
shown that, for theories with constructors satisfying a so-called principle of definition, the 
Knuth-Bendix procedure can be used to prove that conjectures are inductive theorems of a 
given theory (proofs by inductive completion). 
In this paper, we show that this is the case even when the procedure is restricted in a linear 
selecting manner: first, critical pairs are generated in a linear manner by superposition of one 
equation of the initial theory into one equation issued from critical pairs (no superposition 
between two equations both issued from critical pairs); second, for each critical pair, the 
occurrence of superposition with theory equations is uniquely determined by a selection 
function. 
Unlike the Knuth-Bendix procedure, our procedure, when terminating with success, does 
not produce a confluent system in general. However, the generated system is guaranteed to
have the ground-confluence property (confluence for terms without variables). This result suffices 
to guarantee the conjecture validity. Our restricted completion procedure t rminates in many 
cases where the inductive completion procedure loops, generating infinitely many critical pa rs,
The procedure applies to theories without constructors (Jouannaud & Kounalis, Proc. Syrup. 
on Logic in Computer Science, Cambridge, MA, 1986, pp. 358-366) and extends to conditional 
theories and conditional conjectures. It can also incorporate various techniques used in 
classical induction. The procedure then combines the efficiency of classical induction method 
with the simplicity of inductive completion. 
1. Introduction 
Huet & Hul lot (1980), extending work by Musser (1980) and Goguen (1980), have shown 
that the complet ion procedure of Knuth  & Bendix (1970) can be used to prove that an 
equational formula F is an inductive theorem of an equational theory P with constructors 
(proofs by inductive completion). Their procedure requires that P forms a canonical  (i.e. 
confluent and noetherian) rewrit ing system and satisfies a so-calIed principle of definition. 
The procedure consists in attempting to complete the initial system PuF, via the Knuth -  
Bendix algorithm, into a new confluent system by iteratively adding new equat ions cal led 
critical pairs: these critical pairs are obtained by superposing (Knuth & Bendix, 1970) an 
equation of the current system into another one, in all the possible manners. Instead of 
checking P for the principle of definition, Jouannaud & Kounal is  (1986) have proposed  to 
check critical pairs for a property  called inductive-reducibility. This concept al lows 
handl ing theories without the predefined not ion of constructor. 
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The main defect of such procedures based on the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure 
is that completion often loops, generating i finitely many critical pairs. In return, classical 
induction methods (Burstall, 1969; Aubin, 1979; Boyer & Moore, 1979) often terminate. In 
particular, they proceed by selecting a term within the conjecture F, called an induction 
term (Boyer & Moore, 1979), and by decomposing F into subformulas according to the 
various instantiations of the induction term. Each subformula can be independently 
proven by iterative application of the method. By analogy with such classical methods, we 
consider a completion procedure based on a strongly restricted calculus of critical pairs: 
(a) the calculus follows a linear strategy, superposing only equations of P into F or into 
critical pairs issued from F (no superposition of a critical pair into another critical 
pair or into a P-equation); 
(b) superposition is applied in F or in critical pairs issued from F only at the unique 
occurrence corresponding to the selected induction term. 
When this linear selecting calculus of critical pairs terminates with success, the generated 
system is generally not confluent. However, provided that critical pairs have been checked 
for a certain property, it is guaranteed to be ground-confluent (i.e. confluent for all the 
ground terms), which suffices to guarantee the validity of F in the initial algebra. The 
critical-pairs property to be checked is called complete superposability. Complete super- 
posability is a stronger property than inductive-reducibility. However, if P satisfies the 
Huet-Hullot principle of definition, then critical pairs always satisfy complete super- 
posability as well as inductive-reducibility. 
Our procedure xtends to conditional theories and conditional conjectures and can 
incorporate various techniques used in classical induction (generalisation, rewrite lemmas). 
It thus combines the efficiency of classical induction methods with the simplicity of 
inductive completion. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume familiarity with Term Rewriting Systems (see Huet, 1980; Huet & Oppen, 
1980). For the sake of simplicity, we will only consider the one-sorted case. Extensions to 
many-sorted theories are straightforward [provided that there is at least one ground term 
per sort (see Huet & Oppen, 1980)] and will be used in our examples. The definition of 
inductive reducibility is from Jouannaud & Kounalis (1986). 
We assume given a set of E of operator symbols graded byarity, and a set V of variables 
disjoint from E. Variables will be denoted by the (possibly subscripted) letters x, y and z. 
We use the notation (x~M~)l~<_, for substitutions which replace the variable x i by the 
term M~ (for all 1 < i < n). Given a term M and a substitution a, Ma stands for a(M). 
Let Q be a set of equations and let I(E, Q) be the standard model defined by Q (the initial 
algebra). The symbol =o will be used in the classic way to designate the finest 
Z-congruence which, for any equation M = N in Q and any substitution a, contains 
Ma = No'. 
In the following, the expression M = N will be used to denote either an equation or a 
rewrite rule (i.e. an equation oriented from left to right where all the variables of the right- 
hand side occur in the left-hand side). The context will make it clear. 
Given an expression M = N, a substitution a which replaces the variables of M and N 
by ground terms {i.e. terms without variables) is called a ground substitution for M = N. 
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For the sake of conciseness, we will just say that a is a ground substitution. An equation 
M = N is true in I(E, Q) iff, for every ground substitution a, Ma =o Nm 
Let P be a rewriting system (i.e. a set of rewrite rules). We use the notation ~,  for the 
reduction via P. The rewriting relation via P, denoted *--*v, is the reflexive-transitive 
closure of ~v. The symbol =v designates the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure of ~e. 
When convenient, we will consider a rewriting system P as a set of equations (this is sound 
since the congruences =p coincide for the two interpretations). We say that M and N 
converge via P, and we write MSeN to mean: M *~vK and N *~pK, for some term K. 
~p is confluent (respectively ground-confluent) iff for all terms (respectively ground terms) 
M1, M2 and M3, MI*~eM2 and MI*~eM3 imply MzJ, eMa. 
M is P-reducible if M-oeN, for some term N; otherwise, M is P-irreducible or in 
P-normal form. N is a P-normal form of M iff M *--*v N and N is in P-normal form. The 
relation ~ is noetherian iff for no term M is there an infinite chain of reductions issuing 
from M. If ~p is noetherian, every term has a (not necessarily unique) P-normal form. 
If ~e is noetherian and confluent, every term has a unique P-normal form. If --*v is 
noetherian and ground-confluent, every ground term has a unique P-normal form. We will 
say that P is noetherian (respectively confluent, ground-confluent) iff --+e is noetherian 
(respectively confluent, ground-confluent). Given a substitution p: (x~ M~)l~i_~,, we say 
that p is P-irreducible iff Ms is P-irreducible (for all 1 _<iN n), and we say that a is a 
P-normal form of p iff ~ is a substitution of the form (x~+--N~)~ ~, , ,  and N~ is a P-normal 
form of M~, for all 1 _< i _< n. 
A term is inductively-reducible by P iff all its ground instances are P-reducible. We now 
introduce the notion of complete superposability. 
DEFINITIONS. Given a rewriting system P and a rewrite rule G = D, S is a P-superposant 
into G = D iff there is a rule A = B of P, a non-variable subterm T of G at occurrence u 
unifiable with A by mgu a, and S is the (unoriented) equation Ga[u~ Be] = De. The 
operation which yields a superposant is called superposition. The occurrence u is the 
P-superposition ccurrence and the substitution a the P-superposition substitution. 
The set of all the P-superposants into G = D at occurrence u is called the P-superposition 
class of G=D at u, and the corresponding set of superposition substitutions the 
P-superposition substitution class. 
A P-superposition occurrence u in G = D is said to be complete iff, for every ground 
P-irreducible substitution a, there exist a substitution z of the P-superposition substitution 
class of G = D at u, and a substitution ~/such that a = z~. A rewrite rule G = D is aid to be 
completely P-superposable iff there exists a complete P-superposition occurrence. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the following set P, defining less-than-or-equal-to and sum on natural 
numbers: 
P = {le(zero, x) = true, le(succ(x), zero) = false, le(succ(x), succ(y)) = le(x, y), 
+ (zero, x) = x, + (succ(x), y) =succ(+ (x, y))}. 
Consider the rewrite rule le(x, + (y, z))= true. There are two occurrences of superposition 
ul and u2 for terms le(x, +(y, z)) and +(y, z), respectively. For u 1, the superposition class is 
{true = true} and the substitution class is {(x +--zero)}, whereas for u2, the superposition 
class is {le(x, z) = true, le(x, succ(+ (Yl, z)) = true} and the substitution class is {(y .--zero), 
(y ,-- succ(yl))}. It can be seen that any ground natural number (term built up from zero, 
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succ and +) has a P-normal form built up from zero and succ. It tbllows that u 2 is 
complete. In return, the occurrence u~ is not complete. 
The following can easily be shown. 
PROPERTY 1. A P-superposition occurrence u in a rewrite rule G = D is complete iff, for 
each ground P-irreducible substitution a, Ga is P-reducible at occurrence u. 
It follows from property 1 that, if G = D is completely P-superposable, then G is 
inductively-reducible y P. The converse is not true. For example, consider the set P: 
{succ(succ(zero))=zero} and the rewrite rule succ(succ(x))=x (see Jouannaud & 
Kounalis, 1986). There are only two P-irreducible substitutions for x, viz. al: (x~-zero) 
and a2: (x ~-succ(zero)). The term al(succ(succ(x))) is P-reducible at the root occurrence, 
whereas a2(succ(succ(x)) ) is P-reducible at another occurrence (viz. the occurrence of the 
subterm succ(x)). It follows that succ(succ(x) is inductively-reducible ut succ(succ(x)) = x 
is not completely superposable. 
The complete superposability of a P-superposition occurrence u in G = D is decidable. 
Indeed, let SS, be the class of P-superposition substitutions at occurrence u, and let 
xl,. 9 x~ be the variables of the subterm of G located at u. The occurrence u is complete 
iff, for any k-tuple of ground P-irreducible terms (M 1 . . . . .  Mk), there exist a substitution a 
in SS~ and a substitution r/such that (M l , . . . ,  M, )  = (~(a(x~)) . . . .  , tl(a(xk))). In other 
words, u is complete iff the finite set {a(h(x 1. . . . .  xk))lasSS,,} covers all the ground 
P-irreducible terms beginning with h, where h is a new k-ary function symbol. The latter 
problem is decidable and can be solved by a straightforward a aptation of the method for 
checking inductive-reducibility (Kapur et al., 1985; Plaisted, 1985). 
DEFINITIONS. An occurrence selection function ~ is a function from the set of rewrite rules to 
the set of occurrences. 
Given a rewriting system P, an occurrence selection function ~ is said to be P-complete 
iff, for each rewrite rule, it selects a complete P-superposition occurrence (if any). 
Without loss of understanding, we will sometimes use ~(G) for ~(G = D). By analogy 
with Knuth & Bendix (1970), given a rewriting system P and an associated occurrence 
selection function ~p, we call a ~p-eritieal pair of a rewrite rule G = D, a P-superposant into 
G = D at occurrence ~p(G = D). We will also use the fundamental critical pair lemma 
(Huet, 1980; proposition 3.7, p. 810). 
HUET'S CRITICAL PAIR LEMMA. Let G = D and A = B be two rewrite rules. Let u be an 
occurrence of a subterm F of G such that F is non-variable and there exist substitutions a and 
z such that Fa is Az. Then there exists a critical pair H = I obtained by superposition of 
A=B into G=D at occurrence u such that Ga[u~Bz]  is Htl and Da is bl for some 
substitution ~1. 
3. The Selecting Linear Inductive Completion Algorithm 
In the following, we assume given a reduction ordering > (Manna & Ness, 1970), i.e. a 
well-founded ordering on terms closed by term replacement and substitution (see 
Dershowitz, 1985, for a survey on reduction orderings). We consider a noetherian 
rewriting system P whose rules are ordered from left-to-right according to >, and a 
P-complete selection function IF" 
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Given P and a set of equations F, the following procedure PROC0 attempts to prove 
that each equation of F is true in I(E, P). The presentation of PROC0 follows Huet & 
Oppen (1980). 
PROC0(P, F) 
Ei is a set of equations, R i is a term rewriting system, i is a natural number. Initially, let 
E~= F, Ri= ~ and i=0.  
1. If E i = ~), then stop with answer "PROOF". 
Otherwise, select M = N in E~, and let M~ and N J, be normal forms for M and N via 
PuR~. 
If M~ and N~ are identical, then: 
let El+ 1 = E~--{M = N} and Ri+t =Rt, 
increment i by 1 and go to 1. 
Otherwise go to 2. 
2. If MS > N$, then let G be M~ and D be N J,, go to 3. 
If N~ > ML then let G be N~ and D be MS, go to 3. 
Otherwise, stop with answer "FAILURE". 
3. If G is not inductively-reducible by P, then stop with answer "DISPROOF". 
Otherwise, if G =D is not completely P-superposable, then stop with answer 
"FAILURE". 
Otherwise, let E~+I = E~--{M = N}u{~p-critical pairs of G = D}, 
let Rt+l = Rtw{G = D}, 
increment i by 1 and go to 1. 
We assume that selection of the equation M = N in E~ satisfies a fairness hypothesis (see 
Huet, 1981) in order to ensure that no equation in E; will be ignored indefinitely by 
PROC0. 
PROC0 is intermediate between the narrowing procedure (Slagle, 1974; Lankford, 1975; 
Fay, 1979; Hullot, 1980; Fribourg, 1984a) and the Knuth-Bendix procedure. Both 
procedures make use of the superposition and normalisation operations. But whereas 
narrowing uses the static rewriting system P for both operations, Knuth-Bendix uses the 
dynamic rewriting system R~. PROC0 uses P for superposition and Rt (uP) for 
normalisation. In addition to the linear feature of narrowing, PROC0 makes use of the 
selection function ~r in order to restrict the critical pairs calculus still further. 
As in Jouannaud & Kounalis (1986), PROC0 includes a test of inductive-reducibility. 
Still PROC0 includes a test of complete P-superposability atstep 3 which does not exist in 
the Jouannaud-Kounalis procedure. Intuitively, the purpose of this test is to verify the 
existence of an "induction term", so that the selected superposition substitution class 
covers all the possible conjecture instantiations. Under the classical working hypotheses of 
Huet-Hullot (see section 5), the test of complete-superposability (as well as that of 
inductive-reducibility) is always satisfied, therefore it can be skipped. 
Note that in PROC0, at any iteration i, R~ is t.Jo<j~iR j. In the following, in keeping with 
Huet (198I), we use R for uo~Rj.  
Because of its selective choice of the superposition occurrence, PROC0 often terminates 
when the inductive completion procedures loop. For instance, consider the problem of 
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associativity of + on natural numbers built with zero and succ: 
P = { + (zero, x) = x, + (succ(x), y) = succ(+ (x, y))}, F = { + (x, + (y, z)) = + (+ (x, y), z)}. 
Suppose the ordering > is the lexicographical recursive path ordering (Kamin & Levy, 
1980) and + has a right-to-left status. Then: +(x ,+(y ,z )  > +( +(x, y),z) and 
+(x, succ~(+(y, z))) > +(+(x,  succ~(y)), z). For this ordering, the inductive completion 
procedures loops attempting to prove F. In such a case, F is oriented from left-to-right and 
there are two superposition classes, one corresponding to the root occurrence of 
+(x, +(y,  z)) and the other to the inner occurrence of +(y, z). Both classes contain two 
critical pairs corresponding to the rules of P. The critical pair obtained by superposition 
with the second P-rule +(succ(x),y) --- succ(+(x,y)) is CI: succ(+(x, +(y,z))) = 
+ (+ (succ(x), y), z) in the root class, and is C2: + (x, succ(+ (y, z))) = +(+ (x, succ(y)), z) in 
the inner class. After P-normalization, C1 becomes succ(+(x, +(y, z))) -- 
succ(+(+(x,y),z))  which, in turn, is reduced via F to the trivial equation 
succ(+ ( + (x, y), z)) = succ(+ (+ (x, y), z)), then removed. Here, the conjecture F has played 
the role of an induction hypothesis. On the other hand, the critical pair C2 is not reducible 
and, after orientation, yields a new critical pair +(x, succ2(+(y, z))) = +(+ (x, sucC(y)), z) 
by superposit ion with the second P-rule at the inner occurrence. The process iterates, 
generating an infinite sequence of critical pairs + (x, sucC( + (y, z))) = + (+ (x, succn(y)), z), 
and causing the non-termination of the procedure. By contrast, PROC0 terminates 
provided that ~p chooses the "terminating" superposition occurrence (viz. the root one). 
This choice corresponds, in terms of classical induction, to the choice of the "good" 
induction term (Boyer & Moore, 1979). Generally, many induction terms are candidates 
but only a few of them lead to terminating proofs. This provides us with an intuitive 
reason for understanding why inductive completion procedures so often loop and how 
PROC0 avoids this source of failure (in so far as the conjecture l ft-hand side contains a 
"good" induction term). 
PROC0,  unlike Knuth-Bendix, does not simplify old rules of Rl via a newly introduced 
rule G = D. Therefore, the current rewrite system is generally not interreduced. Inter- 
reduction must not be incorporated in PROC0. Consider, for example, the set P: 
{f(zero, x) = zero, f(succ(x), y) = zero, g(x, zero) = succ(zero), g(succ(x), y) = succ(zero)}, 
and the false conjecture F: {f(x,y)=g(x,y)}. A procedure PROC0 augmented with 
interreduction would replace P by P': {g(zero, x) = zero, g(succ(x), y) = zero, 
g(x, zero) = succ(zero), g(succ(x), y) = succ(zero)}, then would stop with answer "PROOF" 
because there is no critical pair from P' into F ! Interreduction is not safe in our framework 
because it destroys a fundamental hypothesis that we make on P, viz. ground-confluence 
(see section 5). 
4. Procedure for Theories with Constructors 
In keeping with Huet & Htlllot (1980), let us assume now that Z is partitioned as 
Z = COD. The members of C are called constructors and the members of D arc called 
defined operators. We then consider the procedure PROC which is obtaincd from PROC0 
by replacing step 2 by: 
2. If M,[ is c(M t . . . .  , M,) and If N~ is c(N~ .. . . .  N,), with c e C, then: 
let E~+I = Et -{M = N} u {Mj-~ Nj}t~j~, and Ri+t = Rl, increment i by 1 and go 
to 1. 
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If N~ is c(N1 . . . . .  N,), with c e C and If N~ is d(N1 . . . . .  Np), with de C, d r c, then: 
stop with answer "DISPROOF". 
If N$ is c(N~, ... ,  iV,), with c e C and If N$ e V and If C contains at least two elements, 
then: 
stop with answer "DISPROOF". 
If M J, e V and If N~ is c(N1 . . . . .  N,), with c e C, and If C contains at least two elements, 
then: 
stop with answer "DISPROOF". 
Otherwise: 
If M~ >N~, then let G be M~ and D be N~, go to3. 
If N$ > M~, then let G be N~ and D be M J,, go to 3. 
Otherwise, stop with answer "FAILURE". 
Note that PROC0 is just the particular case of PROC which corresponds to C = @. The 
correctness ofPROC0 will then immediately follow from that of PROC (see section 6). 
5. Hypotheses on P 
Let us consider the following hypotheses on the term rewriting system P. 
(H0) The head function symbol of each left-hand side is a defined operator. 
(H1) ~p is noetherian and confluent. 
(H2) Each (n-ary) defined operatorfis completely defined over constructors, i.e. for any 
ground terms M~ . . . . .  M,,, the P-normal form off(Mr . . . . .  M,) is made up of 
constructors only. 
Hypotheses (H0), (H1) and (H2) are usual in applications of the Huet-Hullot procedure. 
Under hypotheses (H0) and (HI), P satisfies (H2) iff P satisfies the principle of definition. 
Under hypothesis (H2), it can easily be seen that any term which contains a defined 
operator is completely P-superposable. Therefore, the test of complete P-superposability 
(and afortiori that of inductive-reducibility) at step 3 in PROC is always satisfied, 
provided there are at least two constructors. (Terms G without defined operators are 
processed at step 2, according to the modification of section 4). 
From now on, we will assume that P satisfies the following restricted hypotheses: 
(H0) The head function symbol of each left-hand side is a defined operator. 
(HI') ~p is noetherian and ground-confluent. 
The hypothesis (H2) on the completeness of definitions has been removed; it is replaced 
in our procedure by the local and weaker condition of complete superposability of step 3. 
Hypotheses (H0-H1) ensure that there is no relation between constructors (all the 
constructors ofC are free). Besides the removal of(H2), the crucial difference here from the 
classical hypotheses (H0-H1-H2) is that ~e is not stated to be confluent but only 
ground-confluent. As pointed out in Remy & Zhang (1984), p. 570, it is indeed ground- 
confluence, rather than confluence, which is the key property for proofs by inductive 
completion. 
REMARK. Let us reconsider the hypotheses (H0-H1-H2). (H1) contains an hypothesis of 
confluence which is not really required by Huet & Hullot (1980), for confluence is 
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dynamically built by their inductive completion procedure. However, the hypothesis of 
ground-confluence for P is implicitly done. Indeed, it is easy to show that ground- 
confluence follows from (H0), the noetherian property of P and (H2). 
From the ground-confluence of P, it easily follows a characteristic property of inductive 
validity. 
PROPERTY 2. Given a ground-confluent rewriting system P, an equation M = N holds in 
I(l~, P) iff Me J,p Na, for every ground substitution a. 
6. Correctness of PROC 
In the following, we assume that P is a rewriting system satisfying (H0) and (H 1') and F 
is a set of equations. Let us now show that, if PROC gives the answer "PROOF" or loops 
forever (in other terms: if PROC does not stop with "FAILURE" or "DISPROOF"), then 
every equation of F is true. 
LEMMA 1. I f  PROC(P, F) does not stop with "FAILURE" or "DISPROOF", then: for all 
i _> 0, each equation M = N in Ei, and every ground substitution a, Mcr.~puRNff, 
PROOF. By the fairness hypothesis, each equation of E~ will be selected uring the process 
at some iteration, say k. It then suffices to prove that, for any iteration k, the selected 
equation M = N satisfies the following convergence property Cony(M, N): 
for every ground substitution a, Ma ~PuR Na. 
Furthermore, since for all k, Rk c_ R, it suffices to prove the relation for the normal forms 
MS and NS of M and N via the current rewriting system PuRk, i.e. Cony(MS, N~.). The 
proof is by induction on the size of M~ = N J,. 
By construction, there are three manners of going from iteration k to k+ 1 which do not 
lead to "FAILURE" or "DISPROOF": 
(1) at step 1, M~ and N$ are identical; 
(2) at step 2, MS and N~ are respectively of the forms c(M1,..., M,) and c(N1,..., N,), 
with c~C; then Ek+ l "-~ Ek--{M~- N}u{Mj= Nj}I <j<n; 
(3) at step 3, the oriented form G = D of M~ = N~ is completely ~v-superposable; then 
Rk+l = Rku{G = D}. 
In case (1), M~ and N~ are identical, whereas in case (3), the rule MS = N~ (or N J, = M~) 
is introduced in Rk+t. Therefore, in both cases Rk+~uP reduces M~ in N$ or NS in MS; 
since Rk+ 1 ~ R, we have Cony(MS, NS). 
In case (2), either MS and NS are of size 1, or not. In the first subcase, c is a 0-ary 
constructor and MS = N~ = c. Hence Cony(M J,, NS) trivially holds. In the second subcase, 
we have by induction hypothesis: Conv(Mj, Ns) for all 1 < j  < n. It immediately follows 
Conv(M.l,, N~). [] 
COROLLARY 1. I f PROC(P, F) does not stop with "FAILURE" or "DISPROOF", then:for 
each rule G = D ofR, every ~j,-critical pair M = N of G = D and every ground substitution a, 
Ma ],e,.,R Na. 
PROOF. By construction, each rule G =D of R was introduced into R~+~ during some 
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iteration i, whereas all the r pairs of G = D were introduced into E~+ t. The result 
follows by lemma 1. [] 
LEMMA 2. I f  PROC(P, F) does not stop with "FAILURE" or "DISPROOF", then: for all 
ground terms M and N, M "-'1~ N implies M *--*v M' and N *-*e N' and M' '*v J and N' ~,Pt~R J, 
for some ground terms M', N', J. 
Lemma 2 is depicted in Fig. 1 (using solid arrows for hypotheses and dashed ones for 
conclusion). 
PROOF. Consider a ground term M. Suppose M is R-reducible to N at occurrence u by a 
rule G = D of R. The subterm of M at occurrence u is Gp for some ground instantiation p, 
and N is M[u ~ Dp]. Let O- be the P-normal form of p. By construction (since PROC does 
not stop with failure), G = D is completely ~p-superposable. Therefore, by property 1, Go- is 
reducible at occurrence r of a non-variable term. Let G' be the P-reduced form of Go-, 
A=B the P-rule used for reduction, and z the matching substitution (G' is 
Ga[~p(G),--B~]). On the other hand, Go- is reducible to Da at the root occurrence, using 
the rule G = D. So, by Huet's critical pair lemma, there exists a ~p-critical pair H = I of 
G = D, obtained by superposition with A = B, such that G' is Hr/and Do- is It/, for some 
ground substitution r/. Now, by corollary 1, Hi/*-*P~R T and Itl *~p~,a T, for some ground 
term T. Let M' be the term M[u~Go-] and N' the term N[u*--Da]. Since o- is the 
P-normal form of p, we have: 
(i) M *-*p M'; 
(ii) N *~p N'. 
Furthermore, since It/ is Da, N' is N[u~Irl], i.e. M[u~ltl]. Now, M' is reducible via 
A = B at occurrence u. ~e(G) to M'[u. ~p(G),,--Bz], that is M'[u ,-G'], i.e. M'[u ~ Htl], i.e. 
M[u~Htl]. Let J be the term M[u~H~l]. We have: 
(iii) M' ~p J. 
Thus: N'=M[u~It l ]  and J=M[u~Hrl]  and Hrl*~euRT and hl*--,pueT. It then 
follows: N' *~puR M[u+- 73 and J *"*puR M[u~ 73. Hence: 
(iv) N' J,p~R J. 
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Properties (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are those expected. [] 
From lemma 2, this immediately follows. 
COROLLARY 2. IfPROC(P, F) does not stop with "FAILURE" or "DISPROOF", then: for 
all ground terms M and N, M o R N implies M oe 0 and N ,~P~R O, for some ground term O. 
Corollary 2 is depicted in Fig. 2. 
LEMMA 3. I f  PROC(P, F) does not stop with "FAILURE" or "'DISPROOF", then: for all 
ground terms M and N, M ~euR N implies M ~e 0 and N ~PuR O, for some ground term O. 
Lemma 3 is depicted in Fig. 3. 
PROOF. From corollary 2 and ground-confluence of -~,. [] 
LEblMA 4. I f  PROC(P, F) does not stop with "FAILURE" or "DISPROOF", then: for all 
ground terms M and K, there exists a ground (PuR)-irreducible term J such that 
M*--+puRK implies M*-*pJ and K*--+p~RJ. 
Lemma 4 is depicted in Fig. 4. 
PROOF. We prove the following proposition S(M, K). 
For aU ground terms M and K, there is a (P w R)-irreducible ground term J such that: 
M *-~PuR K implies M *--*p J and K *~PuR J. 
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The proof is by noetherian i duction on M. Either the reduction sequence from M to K 
is not empty (case 1) or it is empty (case 2). 
In case 1, we have: M-ovu a N *~I, uR K, for some ground term N. By lemma 3, M ~v O 
and N*~p~ a T and O *~a T, for some ground terms T and O. By the induction 
hypothesis S(N, K), N *~p U and K *~puR U, for some ground (P ~ R)-irreducible term U. 
By the induction hypothesis S(N, T), N *~p V and T*-opu R V, for some ground (P u R)- 
irreducible term V. Therefore we have: N*~v U and N*~ v V. From the ground- 
confluence of P, it follows: U *-op W and V *~v W, for some ground term W. Now, by the 
induction hypothesis S(O,W), O*-*vX and W*--~v,~aX for some ground (PuR)-  
irreducible term X. Finally we have: M*~vX and K*--,puRX. Thus X is the expected 
term J. 
In case 2, it suffices to find a (P u R)-irreducible term J such that M *-~v J. There are two 
cases, depending on whether M is (PuR)-irreducible (case 2a) or not (case 2b). In case 2a, 
M is the expected term J. In case 2b, M~v,~aN*-~p~RK', for some ground terms N and K', 
and the existence of J follows from the study of ease 1. [] 
The proof of case 1 is depicted in Fig. 5. 
LEMMA 5. I f  PROC(P, F) does not stop with "FAILURE" or "DISPROOF", then: for each 
rule G = D in R and every ground substitution or, Go ~p De. 
PROOF. Consider a rule G = D in R and a ground substitution o-. We have: Go ~R Dr;. By 
lemma 4, Go *-~v T and Do *-ov~ a T, for some ground (Pu R)-irreducible term T. Since 
Da*-~vuR T, it follows from lemma 4: Da*--*vU and T*--*v,~RU, for some ground 
(P w R)-irreducible term U. Since T is (P u R)-irreducible, T and U are identical. Therefore: 
Ga *-+p T and Do *~v T. It follows: Gtr ~v De. [] 
The proof is depicted in Fig. 6. 
LEMMA 6. I fPROC(P, F) does not stop with "FAILURE" or "DISPROOF", then: for each 
equation M = N in F and every ground substitution a, Mo ~p No. 
PROOF. By lemma 1, lemma 5 and ground-confluence of P, using the fact that E~ is F for 
i=0 .  [] 
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T I~ORE~ 1. For any noetherian and ground-confluent rewriting system P such that each left- 
hand side begins with a defined operator, and for any set F of equations, we have: 
I fPROC(P,  F) does not stop with "'FAILURE" or "DISPROOF", then every equation of 
F is true in I(Z, P). 
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PROOF. By lemma 6 and property 2. [2 
DISCUSSION oF LEMMA 5. From lemma 5, it follows that, if PROC(P, F) does not stop with 
"FAILURE" or "DISPROOF",  then --*Pu~ is ground-confluent. However, unlike the final 
system generated by the Huet-Hullot procedure, --*puR is not confluent in general. Thus, in 
the example of section 3, letting 
P = { +(zero, x) = x, +(succ(x), y)= succ(+(x, y))} 
and 
F ---- {+(x, +(y, z)) = +(+(x,  y), z)}, 
PROC(P, F) generates: 
R = {+(x, +(y, z)) = +(+(x,  y), z)}. 
~Pun is not confluent since there are critical pairs not reducing to the form M = M. This 
provides us with a formal explanation of the failure of inductive completion methods. The 
confluence property required by these methods for the final rewriting system is too strong. 
The property which should be required is just ground-confluence (confluence for ground 
terms). We have proven that this property, coupled with complete superposability, suffices 
to guarantee the validity of the conjecture in the initial algebra. The basic Knuth-Bendix 
completion procedure used in inductive completion turns out to be a tool which often fails 
(looping forever) in an attempt o prove a property stronger than needed. 
Let us now show that the answer "DISPROOF" reveals that some conjecture in F is 
false. 
LEMMA 7. I f  M and N are of the form c(M 1 . . . . .  M,) and c(Nt,. .., N,,) respectively, with c in 
C, then: for every ground substitution a, Ma =p Nor iff M~cr =p N~a (for all 1 <i <_ n). 
PROOF. (~) Obvious. 
(=~) Suppose that: (0 0 M~ =e Na, for a given ground substitution a. Let M[ (respectively, 
N[) be the P-normal form of Mta (respectively, N~o-) for all 1 < i<n, and let M'  
(respectively N') be c(M'l . . . . .  M',) [respectively, c(N'l,..., Nj)]. From (a), it then follows 
that M' =eN'. Since P is ground-confluent, we have: (fl) M' Ja, N'. Now, by (H0), P can 
reduce neither M' nor N' at the root occurrence. Therefore, since every M~ and every N~ is 
in P-normal form (for all 1 _< i _< n), M' and N' are in P-normal form. From (fl) it follows 
that M' and N' are identical. Hence M'~ and N~ are identical, for all 1 < i N n. Therefore 
Micr =~ Nta, for all l <_ i < n. [] 
LEMMA 8. For every integer i > 0, we have: 
(Atz =e Ba, for each equation A = B in E~w R~ and every ground substitution a) 
implies 
(Hz-=v Iv, for each equation H = I in Ez+l u Ri +1 and every ground substitution ~:). 
PROOF. By inspection of cases, using the set manipulations in PROC, lemma 7 and the 
soundness of superposition and reduction. U 
LEMMA 9. 
(Hz Cp Iv, for some equation H = I in E~ w Ri, some ground substitution ~and some i >_ O) 
implies 
(Aa ~p Ba, for some equation A = B in F and some ground substitution a). 
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PROOF. By induction on i, using lemma 8 and the fact that E, is F for i = 0. [] 
LEMMA 10. Let i be an integer >0 and M ~- N an equation of E i. Let M~ (respectively N$) 
denote the normal form of M (respectively N) via Pw R~. We have: 
( M ~ z r N ~ z, for some ground substitution z) 
implies 
(Atr v~t, Ba, for some equation A = B in F and some ground substitution a). 
PROOF. Let us suppose: (~) M$'c~pN+z. From M=N~Ei ,  M*~p,R, MJ,, and 
N*~e~a,N~, it follows: M~ =p~R,o~,N$. From (~), it then follows that Hz' :~el~', for some 
equation H = I of R,uEt and some ground substitution z'. Then, from lemma 9, it follows 
that Aa#eBa,  for some equation A =B of F and some ground substitution a. [] 
LEMMA 11. Every equation of the form c(M1 . . . . .  M,) = d(N1, . . ., Np), with c, d ~ C, c v~ d, is 
false in I(Y., p). 
PROOF. Let a be a ground substitution. Let M~ be the P-normal form of M~tr, for all 
l< i<n.  Let N~ be the P-normal form of N/a, for all 1 < j<p.  Let M' and N' be 
I c(M'x,..., M,',) and c(N'~ . . . . .  Nv), respectively. By (H0), P can reduce neither M' nor N' at 
the root occurrence. Therefore, since every M~ and every N~ is in P-normal form, M' and 
N' are in P-normal form. From ground-confluence of P, it follows: M' =v N' iff M' and N' 
are identical. Since M' and N' begin with distinct constructors, we have: M' ~pN'. 
Therefore: c(M l a . . . .  , M,,a) ~vd( Nl ~ . . . . .  Npcr). 
LEMMA 12. I f  C contains at least two elements, every equation of the form c(M 1 . . . .  , M,,) 
= x or x = c(M1,. . . ., Mn), with c ~ C, x e V, is false in I(E, P). 
PROOF. Let a be a ground substitution that replaces x by a term beginning with a 
constructor distinct from c. Then, by lemma 11:c(M1 a . . . . .  M,, a) r cr(x). F2 
LEMMA 13 (Jouannaud & Kounalis, 1986). Every equation M = N such that M > N and M 
is not inductively-reducible, is false in I(2, P). 
PROOF. Since M is not inductively-reducible, there exists a ground substitution crsuch that 
Me is in P-normal form. Since M > N, we cannot have: Na *-~v Ma. Therefore, we cannot 
have: Ma ~e Na. From ground-confluence of P, it follows: Ma :Pp Ntr. 
L~MMA 14. I f  PROC(P,F) answers "DISPROOF" at some iteration i, then: Ma#eNa,  
for some equation M = N in E i and some ground substitution a. 
PROOF. By construction of PROC and lemmas 11, 12 and 13. [] 
THEOREM 2. For any noetherian and ground-confluent rewriting system P such that each left- 
hand side begins with a defined operator, and for any set F of equations, we have: I f  
PROC(P, F) answers "DISPROOF", then some equation of F is false in 1(2, P). 
PROOF. By lemmas 14 and 10. [] 
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As a recapitulation of theorems 1 and 2, we state the following. 
THEOREM 3. For any noetherian and ground-confluent rewriting systemP such that each left- 
hand side begins with a defined operator, and for any set F of equations, we have: 
I f  PROC(P, F) stops with "PROOF", every equation in F holds in I(Z, P). 
I fPROC(P, F) stops with "DISPROOF", some equation in F does not hold in I(~, P). 
Conversely, if some equation in F does not hold in I(Z, P), PROC(P, F) stops with either 
"DISPROOF" or "FAILURE". 
Let us recall that, when PROC answers with failure, either: 
(a) the normalised sides M+ and N,~ of the selected equation are incomparable by >; or 
(b) the left-hand side G of the oriented equation is inductively-reducible ut not 
completely superposable. 
The first source of failure is common to the procedures based on the Knuth-Bendix 
algorithm. The second one is proper to PROC (see section 8 for a further discussion). 
7. Extensions 
7.1. INCORPORATION OF CLASSICAL INDUCTIVE TECHNIQUES 
As in Huet & Hullot (1980), once the procedure has proved a set of conjectures and 
generated a final rewriting system R, it can attack a new set of conjectures, tarting with a 
new dynamic rewriting set initialised as R instead of (~. But then, our procedure, unlike 
the Huet-Hullot procedure, uses previously proven conjectures for reduction only, and 
never for superposition. Thus, in its use of lemmas our procedure again closely follows the 
classical inductive methods (see e.g. the concept of rewrite lemma in Boyer & Moore, 1979). 
More generally, we are entitled to dynamically add any set of rewrite lemmas L into R~+ 1
at step 3, provided that any rewrite rule of L is oriented according to > and holds in 
I(Z, P). Justification of such an addition is based on property 2, which ensures ground- 
confluence for L u P. 
We can also dynamically remove any equation subset {Mj = Nj} from E~+ 1at step 3 in 
PROC, provided that the Mj = Ni's were proved valid in I(Z, P) (whatever the proof 
procedure was). This removal is especially useful when equations Mj = Nj are not >- 
orientable or lead to the generation of an infinite sequence of critical pairs. In such a case, 
PROC can appeal to a classical method for proving equations M1 = N/, then can get rid of 
them. Justification for such a removal is again based on property 2, which ensures the 
ground-confluence property when critical pairs Mj = Nj hold in the initial algebra. 
Other techniques of classical induction can be incorporated into PROC, in order to 
prove theorems. Thus we can generalise the equation M=N selected at step 1, by 
replacing subterms by variables. Also, we can reason by substitutions: we replace the 
equation M = N by a set {Ma = Na}**s where S is a set of substitutions over a k-tuple of 
variables (xl . . . . .  xk) which is exhaustive, i.e. S is such that any ground k-tuple 
(M 1 . . . .  , Mk)  is an instance of (a(xl),..., a(Xk)) for some substitution o" of S. Such 
modifications in PROC are safe because they do not affect the ground-convergence 
property Cony stated for the equations of Et in the proof of 1emma 1 of section 6. Note, 
however, that the use of generalisation prevents us from using PROC for disproving 
conjectures (answer "DISPROOF" is no longer significant). 
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7.2. CONDITIONAL THEORIES 
The procedure xtends to the case where P is a set of conditional rewrite rules and F is a 
set of conditional equations. For that extension, we use a concept of conditional rewriting 
(conditional rewriting w.r.t. P) which is an adaptation of the Rewriting approach of Boyer 
& Moore (1979) to our framework. We first need some basic definitions. 
A conditional equation is an expression of the form &,nM m = N,~ ~ M = N, where all the 
Mm = N, js are equations and M = N is an equation. 
A conditional rewrite rule is an expression of the form &~M,, = Nm =" G = D, where all 
the M,, = Nm's are equations and G = D is a rewrite rule. 
A conditional term is an expression of the form &mMm~Nm=~M,  where all the 
M~ = N, Js are equations and M is a term. 
Now we introduce the notion of conditional rewriting w.r.t. P as follows. 
The conditional term T: &mMm = N,, ~ M is reduced to U w.r.t. P via the conditional 
rewrite rule C: &kGk = Dk~, G = D iff U is of the form &mM~ = Nm=~ N, M is reduced to 
N via the unconditional rule G = D using the matching substitution ~r and Gka =Dka 
holds in I(Z, Pu{M, ,a  = N.,a}) for all k. 
Using this notion of conditional reduction, we now define the conditional extension of 
PROC. The equation selected at step 1 has the conditional form &,.M,,  = Nm ~ M = N. 
The normalisation process of step 1 then yields &. ,M. ,=N. ,~M'=N' ,  where 
&raM,, = -iV., ~ M'  and &.,M., = N,. ~ N'  are the normal forms of &,.M m = N,. =~ M and 
&,.M~ = N,.=~ N, respectively. Note that each conditional reduction step requires the 
verification of the conditions of the rewriting rule. This verification is done by called 
(recursively) PROC or any other inductive proof procedure. The normalised equation is 
then oriented as &,,Mm = N,. ~ G = D, and then is included in R,+~ at step 3. The critical 
pair calculus of step 3 now involves superposition of conditional rules in P of the form 
&kAk = B k =~ A = B into &,.M., = N., ~ G = D. As usual (see Remy, 1982; Fribourg, 1984b; 
Kaplan, 1984b), the corresponding critical pair is: &mMma = Nma &kAka = Bkcr =*" P -- Q, 
where P = Q is the (~e-)critical pair of A = B into G = D, and a is the corresponding 
superposition substitution. 
With these extended notions of term, reduction and critical pairs, the proof of 
correctness of theorem 1 given in section 6 can easily be carried over: only Huet's critical 
pair lemma is to be extended in a straightforward manner; the rest of the proof is 
unchanged. Furthermore, we are entitled to replace conditions of the selected equation by 
conditions equivalent in I(Z, P), and to discard equations whose conditions do not hold in 
I(Z, P). The correctness of these optimisations immediately follows from our definition of 
conditional reduction w.r.t.P. PROC can also be used to disprove conjectures in 
conditional theories provided that the answer "DISPROOF" is generated only when the 
equation selected at step 1 is unconditional. 
Also, our notion of conditional reduction allows us to reason by cases (see Remy, 1982; 
Smith, 1985). Thus, we can replace an equation C by a set of equations {Ck} where each Ck 
is obtained from C by adding a condition Mk = N~ and {Mk = Nk} forms an exhaustive set 
w.r.t. P, i.e.: for any ground substitution a, Mka =eNka for some k. Reasoning by cases, as 
reasoning by substitutions, is safe because it does not affect the ground-convergence 
property Cony mentioned in the proof of lemma 1. As pointed out by Smith (1985), 
reasoning by cases is especially useful in conditional rewriting when a term in the 
conclusion of an equation C matches the left-hand side of a conditional rule D via the 
substitution a but a condition Mp = Np of D cannot be verified under a. Then C is replaced 
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by {C 1, C2}, where C1 is obtained from C by adding the condition Mpa = Npa and C2 is 
obtained from C by adding the "complementary" equation. 
The decidability of inductive reducibility and complete superposability for this case is 
still an open problem. Nevertheless, as in the unconditional case, inductive reducibility and 
complete superposability are both fulfilled when P satisfies the Huet-Hullot principle of 
definition. A detailed example of conditional proof is given in Appendix 1. 
7.3. COMPLETE SUPERPOSABILITY MODULO A SET OF EQUATIONS 
The requirement of ground-confluence forP sometimes turns out to be too restrictive to 
handle even simple recursive functions. Consider, for example, the remainder of the 
quotient of two natural numbers. Such an operation can indeed by equationally defined, 
using the defined operation +, by: 
P = { + (zero, x) = x, + (succ(x), y) =succ(+ (x, y)), remainder(x, ) = zero, 
remainder(+ (succ(x), y), y) = remainder(succ(x), y , remainder(x, + (x, succ(y))) = x}. 
Unfortunately, ~p is not ground-confluent (for example, remainder(+(succ(zero), 
succ(zero)),succ(zero)) has two distinct P-normal forms: remainder(succ(succ(zero)), 
succ(zero)) and zero). Now, let 
P1 = { +(zero, x) = x, +(succ(x), y) = succ(+(x, y))} and P2 = e-Pr  
It can be seen that the relation ~p~ 9 =e~, where 9 designates relation composition, is 
ground-confluent. In order to prove that a set F of conjectures holds in I(Z, P), we can run 
PROC(P2, F) instead of PROC(P, F), provided that we check for inductive-reducibility by 
~p~ 9 =p, and P2-complete superposability modulo P1 instead of ordinary inductive- 
reducibility by P2 and ordinary Pz-complete superposability. The notion of P2-complete 
superposability modulo P1 is formally defined as follows: 
DEFINITION. Given a partition PlrbP2 of P, a P2-superposition occurrence u in G = D is 
said to be P2-complete modulo P1 iff, for every ground substitution ~r which is irreducible 
via --*e~ 9 =p~, there exist a substitution -c of the P2-superposition substitution class of 
G = D at u, and a substitution r/such that a =~,, zt/. 
A rewrite rule G = D is said to be completely P2-superposable modulo P1 iff there exists a 
P2-superposition occurrence complete modulo P1. 
The new procedure is correct provided that ~e~ 9 =p, is ground-confluent and 
--'e~R 9 =~1 is noetherian. The procedure is still correct if we compute the normal forms 
M~ and N$ of M and N at step 1 using the relation ~'2.af 9 =el instead of ~p,uR,, and if 
we discard all equation M = N such that M~ =pl N+. The correctness proof is similar to 
that of section 6, but reduction relations are replaced by their composition with =e,. 
However, the problems of deciding inductive reducibility and checking ground-confluence 
in this framework require further investigation. An application example for the procedure 
is given in Appendix 2. 
8. Final Remarks 
We have presented a restricted inductive completion procedure, named PROC, which 
generates proofs in a manner close in spirit to classical induction. The "good" super- 
position occurrence can be selected using the same criteria as those for selecting the 
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"good" induction term in classical methods (see Aubin, 1979; Boyer & Moore, 1979). 
Generated proofs are simpler than the corresponding classical proofs because they do not 
require induction hypotheses tobe selected and justified w.r.t, an appropriate well-founded 
ordering (see example in Appendix 1). On the other hand, the restriction on the super- 
position occurrence often makes our procedure terminate in cases where general inductive 
completion methods uch as Huet & Hullot (1980) and Jouannaud & Kounalis (1986) loop 
forever. 
The main limitations of PROC w.r.t, classical induction are the requirement of >- 
ordering for the members o.f critical pairs, and the one-way processing of equalities from 
left to right. These limitations are inherent o completion-based methods. In order to 
overcome such limitations, PROC may appeal to classical inductive methods as 
subroutines for treating those intractable qualities. An alternative, recently investigated 
by Bachmair (1988), consists of adapting the general unfailing completion method 
(Bachmair et al., 1986; Bachmair, 1987) to inductive proofs. 
The main limitation of PROC w.r.t. Jouannaud & Kounalis (1986) is the requirement of
complete superposability for those left-hand sides which are inductively reducible. This 
limitation is illustrated by the example of section 2: one part of the ground instances of 
suec(suec(x)) are P-reducible at an occurrence ol, whereas the other ground instances are 
P-reducible at a distinct occurrence o2; therefore succ(succ(x)) is not completely super- 
pasable and PROC fails to prove succ(succ(x))=x. Kuechlin (1987) removed this 
limitation by extending the notion of P-superposition occurrence to that of "inductively 
complete set of reduction occurrences" and performing superposition atall the occurrences 
of the set. Thus, any complete superposition occurrence forms a complete singleton, 
whereas ol and 02 in the example form a complete couple of reduction occurrences. 
Kuechlin's procedure combines the efficiency of PROC with the generality of Jouannaud 
& Kounalis (1986). Besides, Kuechlin proposes to test critical pairs for the 
subconnectedness property instead of the convergence property (see also,Goebel, 1987). 
The extension of PROC to equational term rewriting systems (see Jouannaud & 
Kirchner, 1984) is to be investigated. Our notion of complete superposability modulo a set 
of equations (see section 7.3) may already provide an interesting alternative. We also 
conjecture that the classical technique of cross-fertilisation (Boyer & Moore, 1979) can be 
safely incorporated into PROC for proving theorems. (Cross-fertilisation uses an 
hypothesis of a conditional equation for rewriting the conclusion.) 
Other approaches for refining inductive completion are studied by Kapur et al. (1986), 
Toyama (1986) and Mitchell (1988). 
I am grateful toJean-Pierre Jouannaud for his helpful criticism and advice. I would like also to 
thank Wolfgang Kuechlin for his careful comments on an earlier draft of this paper. 
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Appendix 1 
CORRECTNESS PROOF OF A MATCHING PROGRAM 
We give a hand-generated proof of the correctness of a matching program. The notation 
and definitions used in this appendix are essentially borrowed from Manna & Waldinger 
(1981) and Waldinger & Levitt (1974). 
We assume given an alphabet of object-variablest constructors and an alphabet of 
objeet-functors constructors. An Iterm is either an object-term or a list of object-terms. A 
list of object-terms i built upon object-terms through the constructors empty-list denoted 
by "[] ' ,  and cons denoted by "[I ]". An object-term is either an object-variable or is built 
up out of an object-functor and a list of object-terms, through the constructor of bject- 
functor application, denoted ,,o,,. For example, fo [x][yl  []]] is the object-term 
informally denoted "fix, y)" and c ~ [] is the object-term informally denoted "c". An 
object-variable instantiation is built up out of object-variables and object-terms through 
the instantiation constructor denoted "~" .  An object-substitution is built up out of object- 
variable instantiations through the constructors empty-substitution, denoted by "0", and 
instantiation-cons, denoted by "(;)". A match-value is either an object-substitution r is the 
special constant "fail". 
Throughout this appendix, s and s' denote variables of sort lterm, x and y denote 
variables of sort object-variable, f and f '  denote variables of sort object-functor, 0 and 0' 
denote variables of sort object-substitution, e denotes a variable of sort object-term, and 
l, l', m, m', t and t' denote variables of sort lterm. 
Given two lterms s and s', the purpose of a matching program is to produce an object- 
substitution 0 such that 0 applied to s is s' if such an object-substitution exists, and to 
produce "fail" otherwise. In the following, the matching program is given under the form 
of a rewriting set P: {(asl), (as2), (as3), (as4), (asS), (as6), (cs), (ml), (m2), (m3), (m4), (mS), 
(m6), (mT), (mS), (m9), (ml0)} which defines the "match" function as well as two auxiliary 
functions. 
The rewrite rules (as l -as2- . . . -as6)  define the substitution application, denoted "<f': 
(asl) s<a0 = s, 
(as2) x.,z(x+--e; O) = e, 
(as3) eq2(x, y) = false=, y ~(x ~e;  O) = y <O, 
(as4) (fol)-,zO=fo(l<~O), 
(asS) []-~ 0 = [3, 
(as6) It I m] <10 = It <~ 01 m <10]. 
The rewrite rule (cs) defines the substitution composition, denoted "0" :  
(cs) s<~(OVlO')=(s.~O)<~O'. 
The rewrite rules (ml -m2- . . . -ml0)  define the "match" function. (ml) corresponds to the 
identity case, (m2) to the object-variable case, (m3-m4) to the object-functor case, and 
(m5-m6- . . . -ml0)  to the list case. The symbol 0ha stands for "match(t, t')" and 0, for 
"match(m ,~ 0hd, m')'. 
(ml) match(s, s) = 0, 
(m2) eq2(x, e) = false => match(x, e) = (x ~ e; 0), 
t Throughout this appendix, we use the word "object" in order to avoid contusion between the functions, 
variables, terms and substitutions of the object-language nd those of our meta-language. 
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(m3) 
(m4) 
(m5) 
(m6) 
(m7) 
(m8) 
(m9) 
(mlO) 
match(fo l,fol') = match(l, 1'), 
eql (f, f ')  = false ~ match(f ~ l, f '  o 1') = fail, 
match(([tlm], [1) = fail, 
match(I], It I m l) = fail, 
0hd = fail=~match([t I m], [t'lm']) =fail, 
0, = faiI~match([t[m], It'[re'I) = fail, 
eq3(0hd, fail) = false, eq3(0tl, fail) = false, eq~.(t' < 0,, t') = false 
~match([t  [ ml, It' I re'l) = fail, 
eq3(0~a, fail)= false, eq3(0m fail) = false, t' <0,, = t' 
~match(l-t [ m 1, It' ] re'I) = 0hd [] Oa. 
For each 1 _< i ~ 3, the "eqi" function, which appears in P-rules conditions, is the equality 
function for sorfi (sort1 denoting the sort of object-functors, sort2 that of object-terms, and 
sort3 that of match-values). The value-sort of"eq{' is bool and contains the constants true 
and false. The "eq{' functions are completely defined by the rewriting set Eq, partitioned as 
Eq-trueTbEq-false. Eq-true is the rewriting set {(el), (e2), (e3.1), (e3.2)}, where: 
(el) eq l ( f f )=t rue ,  
(e2) eq2(e, e) = true, 
(e3.1) eq3(0, 0) = true, 
(e3.2) e%(fail, fail) = true. 
Eq-false is a rewriting set such that: eq~(h, h') =Eq-m,e false iff eqt(h, h') r true, for any 
ground terms h, h' of sorh. For example, Eq-false can simply be made up of the (infinite) 
enumeration of the ground equations eqt(h, h') = false, where h and h' are distinct ground 
terms of sort~, for all 1 _%< i _< 3. Such a complete axiomatisation of equality ensures that, for 
any left-hand side L in P, the P-rewrite rules (rr l ) - . . . - (rrk) having L as a left-hand side 
satisfy: 
(a) there is at least one i (1 < i< k) such that all the conditions of fir/) hold in 
I(Y., Pu) Eq), 
(fl) there is at most one i (1 < i<k)  such that all the conditions of (rri) hold in 
I(Z, PuEq). 
Let us now state the correctness of the "match" definition: 
(fl) eq3(match(s, '), fail) = false~s<match(s, s') = s', 
(t2) match(s, s')= fa i l~e%(s<0,  s')= false. 
We will only give the proof that (fl) holds in I(Z, PuEq). (The equation (f2) can be 
proven as well.) 
First, suppose that the reduction ordering < is the lexicographical recursive path 
ordering (Kamin & Levy, 1980) such that "<"  and "match" have a right-to-left status and: 
~ < <, l-l] < <, 0 < match, (;) < match, ~- < match, fail < match, < < match, 
[] < match, true < eq~ (for all 1 < i < 3), false < eq~ (for all 1 < i < 3). 
It is easy to see that any left-hand side of PuEqu{(fl)} is greater than the corresponding 
right-hand side, for <. (Note that the existence of such a reduction ordering proves the 
termination property of the program.) Second, PuEqu{ffl)} is ground-confluent, because 
of the lack of overlappings between distinct left-hand sides and because of (fl). Third, the 
superposition-occurrence of "match" in (fl) is complete, because every P-irreducible 
ground term beginning with "match" is an instance of an (mi)-left-hand side for some 
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1 ~ i < 10, and because of (c~). In the following, we consider the ten equations of the 
superposition class and show that each of them reduces via PuEqu{(f l )} to a trivial 
formula. 
We first consider the superposants issued from (mi), for 4 < i ~ 9. In such superposants, 
the condition descending from the (fl)-condition: eq3(match(s, s'), fail)= false, is reduced 
via (mi) to: eq3(fail, fail) = false, then is reduced via (e3.2) to the equation: true --- false. So 
these superposants reduce to trivial formulae. Let us now consider the four remaining 
superposants. 
The superposant of (ml) into (fl) is: 
eqa (match (s, s), fail) = false =*- s <~ () -- s. 
The conclusion s'~0 = s reduces to the trivial equation s = s, via (asl). 
The superposant of (m2) into (fl) is: 
eq2(x, e) = false, eq3(match(x, e), fail) = false =~x-z(x ~ e; 0) = e. 
The conclusion x ,z (x~e;  0)=e reduces to the trivial equation e=e,  via (as2). 
The superposant of (m3) into (fl) is: 
eq3(match(fo l, fo  l'), fail) = fa lse~(fo  l) ,zmateh(l, ') =fo  l'. 
The conclusion (fo l)<amatch(l, ')=fo l' reduces to fo  (l<~match(l,/'))=fo l', via (as4). 
Furthermore, the condition eqa(match(f o l, fo  l'), fail) = false is reduced to 
eqa(match(l, l'), fail) = false, via (m3). Therefore, (fl) can be applied as a rewrite rule and the 
conclusion fo  (l <1match(l, l')) =fo  l' is further reduced to the trivial equationfo l'=fo l'. 
The superposant of (ml0) into (fl) is: 
eq3 (Ohd, fail) = false, eqa (0,, fail) = false, t'-~ 0tl = t', 
eqa(mateh([t [ m-l, It' I re'I), fail) = false ~ [tlm] <~(0hd [] 0,) = It' I re'I, 
where 0ha and 0tl denote match(t, t') and match(m <~ 0hal, m'), respectively. 
The conclusion is reduced to ([tlm] <O~a)'~O, = [t'lm'], via (cs). This now reduces to 
[(t <10ha ) <~ 0tl I (m <~ Oba) <10tl] = It' I m"], via (as6). Both conclusion sides begin with the same 
constructor (viz., [[]). Therefore the conclusion is decomposed into (t <~0ha)<~0ti = t' and 
(m<lOhd)<lOtl = rn'. So we have to prove the two subformulae: 
(I) eq3(0hd, fail) ----- false, eqa(0tl, fail) = false, t' <0tl = t', 
eqa(match([t [ m], It' I re'I), fail) = false =*-(t .~ 0ha)<~ 0tl = t'. 
(II) eq3(0ha, fail) = false, eqa(0tl, fail) = false, t'<l 0tl = t', 
eq3(match(l-t [m], It' [ m']), fail) = false ~ (m <10ha) <~ 0tt = m'. 
Since eq3(0hd, fail)= false is a condition of (I), (fl) applies as a rewrite rule and the 
conclusion of (I) reduces to: t' <~0tl = t'. The conclusion now coincides with one of the 
superposant conditions, therefore (I) has been reduced to a trivial formula. On the other 
hand, eqa(0tl, fail)= false is a condition of (II), therefore (fl) applies as a rewrite rule and 
the conclusion of (II) reduces to the trivial equation m' = rn'. 
Thus all the superposants are transformed by reduction and decomposition i to trivial 
formulae. This achieves the proof that (fl) holds in 1(2, PuEq). We can compare this proof 
with a classical proof by induction. The conjecture used as a rewrite rule (fl) has indeed 
played the role of an induction hypothesis three times [once in the reduction of the 
superposant issued from (m3), and twice in the reduction of the superposant issued from 
(ml0)]. Now, classical inductive methods require the arguments of all induction 
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hypotheses to be smaller than the arguments of the conjecture for an appropriate well- 
founded ordering. So, for proving the conjecture, classical methods require the 
construction of a well-founded ordering << such that: 
(a) (l, I') << (f  o l, f ~ l') 
(induction hypothesis corresponding to the (m3)-case), 
(b) (t, t') << ([t I rn], [t'l rn']) 
(,first induction hypothesis corresponding to the (mlO)-case), 
(c) (m <~ 0~, m') << ([t t m], [t'l m']) 
(second induction hypothesis corresponding to the (mlO)-case). 
It can be seen that the ordering < fulfills these conditions. But the advantage of the 
inductive completion method is to entail proofs which require neither constructing nor 
verifying such induction schemes. 
Appendix 2 
PROOF OF THE REMAINDER QUOTIENT THEOREM 
We give a hand-generated proof of a simple theorem by the method described in section 
8. The definitions and theorem follow Boyer & Moore (1979). 
C = {0, s}, O = { +, *, remainder, quotient}. 
P1 ={ x+y=y+x,  
(x + y)+ z= x +(y+ z), 
O+x = x ,  
s(x) + y = s(x + y), 
0*x=0,  
s (x )*y=x*y+y }. 
P,. = { (rl) remainder(x, x) = 0, 
(r2) remainder(s(x) + y, y) = remainder(s(x), y), 
(r3) remainder(x,x+s(y))=x, 
(ql) quotient(x,x) = s(0), 
(q2) quotient(s(x) + y, y) = s(quotient(s(x), y)), 
(q3) quotient(x,x+s(y))=O }. 
F = { (f) quotient(x, y) * y + remainder(x, y) = x }. 
Let us consider P2~F as a rewriting system. It can be seen that ~p~,~.o=p~ is 
noetherian. Let us select the occurrence of quotient(x,y) in (f) as a P2-superposition 
occurrence. The Pa-superposition class contains three equations S1, $2 and $3 which 
correspond to superposition with (ql), (q2) and (q3), respectively. Let {al, a2, o-3} be the 
associated P2-superposition substitution class. We easily check that class {al, a2, a3} is 
complete modulo P1. We have: 
el  -- (y~x),  
SI: s(0) * x + remainder(x, x) = x. 
~2 = (x ~ s(x) + y), 
$2: s(quotient(s(x), y)) * y + remainder(s(x) +y, y) --- s(x) + y. 
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r = (y , -x+s(y ) ) ,  
$3:0 * y + remainder(x,  + s(y)) = x. 
SI is reduced to: x+0 = x, via -'url)}e =e,. 
S2 is reduced to: s(x) + y = s(x) + y, via -+{~r2~,ff)}e =p,.  
$3 is reduced to: 0+x =x,  via ~{{,3~} 9 =e,- 
Thus, all the superposants reduce to equations whose sides are equal, modulo P1. This 
achieves the proof that (f) holds in I(2, P1 to Pa). 
